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ABSTRACT 

Alignment Method for Diffuse Optical Tomography Reconstructions used in Prostate 

Photodynamic Therapy 

Dallin Francom 

 

Department of Physics  

Bachelor of Science 

 

A key to understanding dose delivery in photodynamic therapy (PDT) is the correct and accurate 

distribution of the light fluence rate in tissue. Diffuse optical tomography (DOT) applied in the 

prostate is done interstitially through the use of a multichannel robotic platform. This platform 

has 16 independent motors that can each hold either a detector or light source. A prior study has 

shown that motors can move with a resolution of 0.05mm and a homing accuracy within 0.1mm. 

An alignment algorithm has been implemented to correctly position the detectors and 

cylindrically diffusing fibers (CDFs) with respect to each other. This was done by calculating the 

front edges produced by the light fluence of each CDF and shifting for alignment, accounting for 

which detector would pick up the correct reading, then shifting other detector readings 

appropriately. The algorithm can account for multiple configurations of detectors and CDFs. The 

accuracy in calculating the optical properties depends on the correct positioning of the detectors 

and CDFs, and the alignment makes the data reconstruction for interstitial diffuse optical 

tomography more efficient. Silicone phantoms were also created for future testing of the setup. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

1.1.1 Prostate Cancer Statistics 

In the U.S., prostate cancer is the second most frequently diagnosed cancer among men. An 

estimated 180,890 prostate cancer cases will be diagnosed in the year 2016. Also in the year 2016, 

an estimated 26,120 cancer-related deaths will occur, placing prostate cancer as the 2nd leading 

cause of cancer related deaths in the United States. Prostate cancer has consistently been among 

the top two leading cancers of newly diagnosed cases, as well as cancer death in men. This is 

primarily due to the age of those diagnosed with prostate cancer and over-aggressive treatments. 

Even though prostate cancer is a high risk in men over the age of 65, 92% of prostate cancer is 

discovered at a low risk stage. The 5-year-survival-rates for this cancer are nearly 100%. This is 

exceptional when compared to the 68% 5-year-survival-rate that occurred 25 years ago1. This 
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increase can be directly correlated to earlier detection and effective treatment. While the survival 

rate is high, the quality of life after prostate cancer treatments can still be improved upon. 

1.2.1 Prostate Cancer Treatments 

Current common treatments for prostate cancer are as follows: active surveillance, surgery, 

radiation therapy, and brachytherapy. The selected treatment or combination of treatments depends 

on the stage of the cancer when it was diagnosed, the age of the patient, and the life expectancy of 

the patient. Active surveillance is the close monitoring of the cancer, while waiting to see if the 

cancer progresses. Depending on the age and current health of the patient, active surveillance may 

be chosen and other treatments are proposed only if the cancer worsens. Surgery is self-

explanatory; this is called Radical Prostatectomy, and is when surgeons physically remove the 

prostate. Radiation therapy is another common treatment. Through the use of ionizing radiation, a 

beam of high intensity x-rays penetrates through the patient which will kill the tumor. The details 

of radiation therapy are out of the scope of this paper. Lastly, brachytherapy is another way of 

treating prostate cancer. Catheters are inserted into the prostate and radioactive pellets are placed 

in the location of the tumor either temporarily or permanently. The radioactive pellets will kill the 

target tumor. 

Despite the exceptionally high survival rate of prostate cancer, active areas of research are looking 

for ways to not only effectively treat the cancer, but to also improve the quality of life of the patient 

after the treatment is completed. One of these research areas is the use of photodynamic therapy 

(PDT) for prostate cancer treatment. PDT is an ideal and an advantageous treatment for a number 

of reasons. The-tissue destroying method of PDT involves chemical reactions and cellular 

signaling, producing a heat shock response to the treatment. In essence, the method of PDT occurs 
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in such a way that the tissue matrix is spared and allows for normal cell growth to form which will 

reproduce tissue similar to the previous healthy tissue. This is in contrast to radiation therapy and 

other radiative treatments which will destroy this matrix, making it difficult for tissue to repair 

itself, and often grows back abnormally. Another interest in using PDT for prostate cancer comes 

from brachytherapy. PDT follows a similar procedure and setup to brachytherapy. With the 

brachytherapy setup being approved and well-practiced, it provides an easier path for PDT to 

become a mainstream treatment. An illustration of how brachytherapy is used for prostate 

treatment is shown in Figure 1.  

 

Figure 1. Setup of brachytherapy applied in the prostate. This is extremely similar to the setup of PDT applied in the 

prostate. (Retrieved from the Prostate Cancer Foundation of Australia, Understanding Brachytherapy for Prostate 

Cancer.) 
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1.2  Photodynamic Therapy Overview 

Photodynamic therapy is a cancer treatment modality primarily used for surface diseases. 

However, active areas of research explore photodynamic therapy in various tumor sites such as the 

pleural cavity, mesothelioma, prostate, and even brain tumors2,3. The fundamental mechanisms 

that are used in PDT include a photosensitizer, light, and oxygen. Multiple areas of research are 

involved in different aspects of the interactions with these three components4. 

1.2.1 Light 

Light is an essential component of PDT, and can be thought of as the activation key for PDT to 

work. Once the photosensitizer drug is administered to the tumor site, light of a specific 

wavelength is incident on the photosensitizer. An average wavelength used in PDT is in the range 

of 600 to 800nm5. This allows the energy to be sufficient to activate the photosensitizer as well as 

penetrate throughout the tissue. 

1.2.2 Photosensitizers 

Different photosensitizers exhibit different properties. In general, the photosensitizer has a specific 

quality that it has a high yield for intersystem crossing (ISC). This is where the photosensitizer, 

once promoted to an excited singlet state, will have a high probability of changing from the current 

excited state to an excited triplet state. This is important because while the photosensitizer is in 

this excited state it will be susceptible to transmit its energy to the oxygen found in the tissue. 

Most of these photodynamic interactions occur via Type II processes6, depicted in Figure 2. When 

light of a specific wavelength is absorbed by the photosensitizer in its singlet ground state (𝑆), it 

transitions the photosensitizer to an excited singlet state with a spin multiplicity of 1 (𝑆∗). From 
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here there are many possible outcomes of what can happen to the photosensitizer. When the 

photosensitizer is in this excited state, the photosensitizer can transition back down to the ground 

state by emitting a fluorescent photon. This would not lead to death of the tumor, and is therefore 

not desired. The key of the photosensitizer is that it will instead undergo ISC and change to an 

excited triplet state, ( 𝑆 
3 ). From here, the photosensitizer can jump back down to the ground state 

(𝑆) by emitting a phosphorescent photon. Again, this is not a desired outcome, as it does not result 

in cell death. What is desired to occur is the transition of energy from the photosensitizer triplet 

state to molecular oxygen. 

1.2.3 Oxygen 

Molecular oxygen will collide into the triplet photosensitizer and create cytotoxic singlet oxygen 

which can damage and possibly kill nearby tissue7. The photosensitizer molecule can then emit a 

phosphorescence photon and return to its ground state, ready to be activated again. The 

consumption of oxygen, however, can affect the treatment efficacy, compounding with the tumors’ 

hypoxic state. The Type I reaction is where the photosensitizer itself reacts with a part of the tissue, 

which in turn creates free radicals. The dynamic process for the Type II reaction can be seen in 

Figure 2. 
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1.3 Diffuse Optical Tomography 

Diffuse Optical Tomography (DOT) is an imaging technique dependent on optical properties 

found in the tissue. The goal of DOT is to consider the light fluence rate, (
𝑚𝑊

𝑐𝑚2
), that is being 

delivered throughout the tissue. The light fluence throughout the tissue is dependent of the optical 

properties of the tissue. The optical properties therefore need to be known for the calculation of 

the light fluence. The optical properties of the tissue vary between each patient, and vary within 

the tissue itself. Research has emphasized ways to solve the problem of efficiently finding this 

light fluence rate for practical use and treatment planning. The dosimetry system used in this 

Figure 2. Jablonski diagram. Interactions of light, (𝝀𝒆𝒙), photosensitizer, and oxygen. These three work together to create 

the singlet oxygen which will destroy nearby tissue. 
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project uses isotropic detectors and cylindrically diffusing fibers (CDFs) that are placed 

interstitially and calculate the light fluence throughout the prostate gland. This creates an image 

reconstruction where the light fluence and drug can be properly placed to optimize the treatment 

by obtaining a uniform light dose to the tissue. 

The light fluence rate 𝜙 is given by the steady-state light diffusion equation for continuous waves, 

𝜇𝑎𝜙 − ∇ ⋅ (𝐷∇𝜙) = 𝑆, 

where 

𝐷 =
1

3(𝜇𝑠
′ + 𝜇𝑎)

 

and is called the diffusion coefficient, 𝜇𝑎 is the absorption coefficient, and 𝑆 is the source strength. 

In order to solve this and find the optical properties (reduced scattering coefficient (𝜇𝑠
′ ) and 

absorption coefficient (𝜇𝑎)), an iterative method is required. With specific initial values of the 

optical properties, the finite element method is used to find the light fluence rate’s spatial 

distribution. At this point a code called NIRFAST is used8. NIRFAST was created for DOT 

reconstructions of near-infrared light. NIRFAST is employed to solve this inverse problem. Next, 

an adjoined Jacobian matrix is used to compare the measured light fluence with the calculated light 

fluence, resulting in the optical properties and each mesh node in the finite element method. This 

is shown as 

(𝐽𝑇𝐽 + 𝜆𝐼)−1 𝐽𝑇 𝛿𝜙 = 𝛿𝜇, 

where 𝛿𝜙 is the compared value between the calculated and measured 𝜙. The updated optical 

properties are contained in 𝛿𝜇. 𝜆 is monotonically decreased over the iteration process. 𝐽 is the 

adjoined Jacobian matrix, 
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𝐽 =

[
 
 
 
 
𝜕𝑙𝑛𝜙1

𝜕𝐷1
…

𝜕𝑙𝑛𝜙1

𝜕𝐷𝑁

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
𝜕𝑙𝑛𝜙𝑀

𝜕𝐷1
…

𝜕𝑙𝑛𝜙𝑀

𝜕𝐷𝑁

  

;
;
;
  

𝜕𝑙𝑛𝜙1

𝜕𝜇𝑎1
…

𝜕𝑙𝑛𝜙1

𝜕𝜇𝑎𝑁

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
𝜕𝑙𝑛𝜙𝑀

𝜕𝜇𝑎1
…

𝜕𝑙𝑛𝜙𝑀

𝜕𝜇𝑎𝑁 ]
 
 
 
 

, 

where 𝑀 is the number of measured data and 𝑁 is the number of mesh nodes. This iteration is done 

until the light fluence difference is within 2%, thus finding the optical properties throughout the 

tissue9. 

1.3.1 Optical Properties 

The reduced scattering coefficient 𝜇𝑠
′  and absorption coefficient 𝜇𝑎 are the optical properties that 

are used to determine the correct location of light fluence and drug in the tumor. It is important to 

know these values and understand their effects. This is necessary because the light needs to react 

with the photosensitizer, while it is also scattered and absorbed through the turbid media. As the 

light moves through the medium, it can be scattered or absorbed at different locations, causing the 

light fluence to vary up to five or six times throughout the prostate alone. In this study it is 

important to create tissue-replicating phantoms that mimic tumors with different optical properties 

to test the sensitivity of this method. 

1.3.2 Reconstructions 

Interstitial DOT reconstructions are created by the light that is picked up by the isotropic detectors 

from the CDFs. The detectors pick up this light as both the detectors and CDFs move through the 

prostate. The light fluence is recorded and, through the process explained in 1.3, the optical 

properties are found. Interstitial DOT reconstructions are used to determine locations for light 

fluence and drug placement in the tumor site. These reconstructions are analogous to heat maps, 

where the varying colors represent the changing optical properties throughout the tissue. The 
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volumetric distributions of the optical properties can show where the required drug placement and 

light fluence are necessary. Examples of reconstruction images done in other studies visibly depict 

the optical property locations. Figure 3 shows an example of a DOT reconstruction image at 

different depths inside the tumor. This was work done by Xing Liang et al.10 

 

Figure 3. An example of DOT reconstructions. This was work by Xing Liang et al. These images are taken at 

increasing tumor depth. The anomalies can be seen, corresponding to different optical properties. 

 

1.4 Goals 

Previous work had been done to create a multichannel robotic platform that optimally has 16 

motors that can attach to a single fiber (CDF or detector).11,12 One of the goals of this project was 
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to get the robotic platform up and running on a laptop, so it could be better used in the operating 

room. Another goal was to write an algorithm that would align the CDFs and the detectors prior 

to reconstruction scans. This would be important to increase the accuracy of the interstitial DOT 

reconstruction methods and increase the speed in the operating room by eliminating the need to 

manually adjust the values in the continuous wave method. Another goal was to create phantoms 

that mimic the prostate and tumors. These have specific values of absorption and reduced 

scattering coefficients. They would eventually be tested to confirm the computational speed and 

effectiveness of the algorithm written. 
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Chapter 2 

Methods 

The setup of the PDT system is described in this chapter. The sequence of the code that was written 

to control and align the motors is also described, as well as the necessary functions. Finally, the 

description of making the phantoms is also set forth. 

2.1 Experimental Setup 

The setup for this project consists of the laptop, laser, motor box, multichannel platform, and 

dosimetry system. For visual reference, refer to Figure 4. The laptop is plugged directly into the 

dosimetry system and the motor box, which is stationed below the robotic platform. The detectors 

are plugged into the dosimetry system, which processes the data and feeds it to the laptop. The 

multichannel platform connects to the motor box. From each motor the CDF or detector is fed into 

catheters, which would be inserted into a patient. The laser is connected to the CDFs, which go 

directly to the robotic platform. A device is used, which was also made in-house, that holds 

multiple CDFs. The laser is plugged into one port on the alternate side and rotated around to light 

specific CDFs. This was efficient enough to run simple tests to verify the code was moving in the 

right direction. 
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Figure 4. The setup of the laptop, laser, dosimetry system, and robotic platform. 

 

A 16 beam splitter was set up at one point, which allowed for all the CDFs to be turned on at 

once. This would have allowed for full testing of the alignment for all of the CDFs, since a final 

scan could be done to confirm alignment. Later the 16 beam splitter became unavailable. 

2.2 Previous Code 

Prior to this study, the code and the drivers were set up on a desktop computer. Setting everything 

up on a laptop provides for easier maneuverability in the operating room as well as testing in 

general. Once the correct drivers were installed onto the laptop and the programs were set up, it 

was necessary to evaluate the current condition of the code and get an understanding of how it 

worked. It was soon apparent that motor 6 was not working. With the motors moving, it was also 
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obvious that motor 14 was malfunctioning in the homing sequence. The first duty was to 

investigate this issue. 

The code was previously set to skip over motor 6 in all motions to avoid the problem. Setting up 

a sequence of moving the motor cables to other ports was done to find the communication problem. 

When this was done, motors 6 and 14 worked. It is important to note that the first 8 motors are 

controlled by the main driver, while the other 8 are connected by the slave driver. Motors 6 and 14 

are both counted as the 6th motor number from the beginning (motor 8 being the beginning of the 

slave motors). It was then concluded that the problem stemmed from the internal wiring of the 

motor box. With limited time and resources, the code was left to skip these motors until further 

investigation. 

Another error in the original code was that it would produce repeated light fluence values after 

several scans. This would cause many issues, especially in the alignment process where several 

scans take place, each requiring different light fluence values for all of the detectors. The first area 

of the code to investigate was the buffer function, where the data is received and interpreted. There 

seemed to be no obvious error in the buffer code. After multiple attempts of debugging, the issue 

was solved by re-dimensioning the variables after each scan. The scans performed in the scanning 

loop are explained in the next section, 2.3. This successfully resolved the issue. 

 

2.3 Scanning Loop 

The previous code had a method of performing an individual scan. This code was copied and put 

into a loop. The number of scans required depends on how many CDFs show up in the 
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configuration, because only one CDF can be turned on at a time to be measured. All of the detectors 

will stay on and detect the light fluence values from each individual CDF. Necessary loops were 

created to extract and store the light fluence values into an offset matrix. When a scan is done, the 

buffer code is called, which will take fluence data that the detectors extract, and store them in 

arrays. In the buffer code is also where the leading edge of the light fluence peaks are calculated. 

This is done by looking at every ten points recorded, then finding the steepest slope between each 

tenth data point12. That value is then back-tracked five data points to find the middle of this slope, 

leaving the leading edge value of the fluence peak.  

 

2.4 Algorithm 

With the code and setup working, the next step was to create the interface for the alignment 

process. To create this interface it was necessary to realize the setting in which the code would be 

used. The patient will be under anesthetics and the surgeons watching what is going on. The 

pressure is high and the equipment needs to work flawlessly. With this in mind, the interface 

needed to be simple and do all of the thinking behind the scenes to eliminate as much error as 

possible. The first design that was programmed required too much user input and so it was not 

ideal. In this initial interface, after each scan the user would move values to other boxes 

corresponding to what scan was done by which detector and which CDF.  

The next interface was created to have the user input a specified configuration of the CDFs and 

detectors in a matrix format. This also required that in each configuration, the CDF and detector 

numbers needed to be ordered in the same fashion. It was chosen to increase from left to right and 
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from top to bottom. This allowed for a similar coding process for each configuration, so the loops 

would function properly. The alignment interface is shown in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5. User interface setup. The user can set a motor to a detector or CDF. The configuration can also be set, 

with the specific number of scans required for that configuration. 

 

As shown in Figure 5, the user can choose whether a specific motor corresponds to a CDF or 

detector. The number of scans should match the number of CDFs. This paper will only explain the 

configuration referred to in Figure 5 and shown in Figure 6, while the other configurations follow 

a similar pattern. 

The main configuration consists of 9 CDFs and 4 detectors, with the 4 detectors placed in the midst 

of the CDFs. This configuration is shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. The main configuration for DOT. The “x’s” represent the CDFs and the “o’s” represent the detectors. 

 

It was decided that each scan would be offset according to the first CDF position. This means that 

CDF 1 is not shifted, regardless of its position, and all the others are shifted to match the position 

of CDF 1. The first detector can equally detect CDFs 1, 2, 4, 5. Any other CDF’s fluence value 

measured by detector 1 would be too far and they would be more accurately measured by another 

detector. In addition, the values of the leading edge of the light fluence curve for CDFs 1, 2, 4, and 

5 can be compared directly to each other and require no other shift. Detector 2 will accurately read 

CDFs 2, 3, 5, 6. CDFs 2 and 5 were already measured by the first detector. To reduce error in 

reading, in the case of such overlap, the lower numbered detector will have precedence in the 

unique CDFs measured. For instance, detector 1 will claim CDFs 1, 2, 4, and 5 as unique 

measurements. Thus, detector 2 will only uniquely measure CDFs 3 and 6. This process continues 

for each detector leaving detector number 4 with CDF number 9 as its only unique measurement. 

Necessary loops were created to carry through the offsets from CDF 1 throughout the rest of the 

measured values.  

4 

1 3 2 

6 5 

7 8 9 
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The offsets for the detectors are found by the measurement taken from CDF 5. By looking at Figure 

6, it can be seen that CDF 5 is the only CDF equidistant from the detectors. When CDF 5 is turned 

on, the detectors will receive the different light fluence values. The difference in these values 

directly correlate to the offset of each detector from the other. Detector 1 was chosen as the base 

measurement with zero offset. The detector offsets were then compounded to their corresponding 

measurements used to align the CDFs. At the end, the offset values are put into the motor text 

boxes for position adjustment. 

Figure 7 shows a simple flow chart of the code. The user begins by selecting the motors and what 

is connected to them (CDF or detector). When other options are set (save data, scanning length, 

etc.), the user can start the data by pressing “Do Scan”. A number of user error prevention methods 

were coded to prevent the scans to begin if values weren’t correctly set. An example of this would 

occur if the user selected a configuration that has not been programmed yet. If no error occurs, the 

user will be prompted to ensure that the correct CDF number is turned on. The scanning loop 

begins to take in the data, which feeds into the BufferDone code. Here is where the edge values 

are detected and stored into a matrix. This loops through all of the selected CDFs. The code will 

stop, and the user can then select “Calculate and Show Offset”. This runs the code that will make 

all the necessary alignments and place the new positions into the motor box. The user is then free 

to zero the motors with their new positions. 
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Figure 7. Flow chart of code.  

 

Figure 8 shows a complete view of the control view for the robotic platform. The alignment 

interface is the box to the very right, labeled “Alignment”. The black box in the middle is where 

the light fluence peaks can be seen during scans. To the left of the black window are the motor 

boxes, labeled “16 Motors”. This is where the code will insert the adjusted positions. 
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Figure 8. Robotic Platform control window. 

 

2.5 Phantoms 

In order to test the efficacy of the dosimetry system and alignment algorithm created, it was 

required to test using phantoms of specific optical properties. The work was based off of a paper 

done by Dr. Zhou13. The components to make the phantoms were RTV12C and RTV12A which 

created the main structure of the phantoms. To give the phantoms their optical properties, titanium 

oxide and carbon powder were used to give the reduced scattering and absorption coefficients, 

respectively.  

The carbon black solution had a concentration of 1mg of carbon black to 1mL RTV12C. The 

scatterer solution had a concentration of 0.1g of titanium oxide to 1mL RTV12C. These solutions 

were vortexed at full speed for 30 seconds each. After that they were placed in a water bath 

sonicator for an hour. The prostate phantom molds were simple plastic cylinders used in the 
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oncology labs. The tumor molds were Squinkie© plastic shells. Electrical tape proved to be ideal 

to seal the edges and holes in the containers. Quick mold release spray was used before the 

mixtures were poured in. Two homogenous prostate phantom molds were first made. Six tumor 

molds were made the same day, three for tumor 1, and three for tumor 2. The following day, the 

heterogeneous prostate phantoms were created by making the same base as the homogenous 

phantoms, but placing the tumors into the phantoms.  
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Chapter 3 

Results 

3.1 Detector and CDF alignment 

After doing nine scans for the main configuration, the offset was calculated and put into the motor 

boxes for movement. Since this was done outside of a phantom it was visible that the detectors 

were aligned, as seen in Figure 9. This image shows the catheters in the configuration. An 

alignment scan for the detectors and CDFs was completed. Shifts were set and detectors sent 

to appropriate locations.. 
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Figure 9. This image shows the catheters in the configuration. An alignment scan for the detectors and CDFs was 

completed. Shifts were set and detectors sent to appropriate locations. The red line roughly shows the lined up tips 

of the isotropic detectors. They are barely visible, and have a yellow appearance. 

 

The accuracy of the alignment for the detectors could partially be analyzed, but only in a 

configuration with one CDF and four detectors. Six separate initial alignments were scanned and 

aligned. The standard deviation was found for each of the six alignments and averaged. The 

averaged standard deviation was 0.91mm and an average standard error was 0.46mm. The method 

of this configuration will be the same output for the detectors in the main configuration. Figure 10 

shows an example of the detectors being aligned. This was done with only one CDF turned on. 

Referring back to Figure 6, an example would be where only CDF 5 is turned on. Each fluence 

peak represents an individual detector picking up the fluence values for the CDF. It can be seen in 

the top image that they are not aligned. After completing the alignment process for this 
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configuration the motors were adjusted, as shown on the left. Another scan was done, shown in 

the bottom right of the figure. It can be seen that the fluence peaks are aligned by their front edges. 

 

Figure 10. An example of detector alignment. Left shows the motors adjusted, accounting for the shift. The right 

two images show a pre-alignment scan, followed by the aligned scan. 

 

The CDF alignment accuracy could not be obtained at the time of this study. The 16 beam splitter 

was not accessible at the time of this study, so the data could not be taken in for the alignment of 

all the CDFs in one scan. However, as with the detectors, it could visibly be seen that the CDFs 

were aligning. 
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3.2 Phantoms 

Two of the four phantoms came out of the molds perfectly. The other two took more effort, 

resulting in some cracks and buffed sides. However, this would not affect the testing of the 

phantoms because they were being used for their internal optical properties. The homogeneous 

and heterogeneous phantoms are in Figures 11 and 12, respectively.  

 

 

Figure 11. Homogeneous Phantom. 𝜇𝑎: 0.5cm−1 𝜇𝑠
′ :14cm−1 
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Figure 12. Heterogeneous Phantom. 

This phantom has two tumors inserted into a homogenous base. 

Tumor 1. 𝜇𝑎: 0.1cm−1 𝜇𝑠′: 14cm−1. Tumor 2. 𝜇𝑎: 0.3cm−1 𝜇𝑠′: 2cm−1 
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Chapter 4 

Discussion 

4.1 Accuracy of Alignment 

The results showed that the detectors do align themselves, and was visibly seen that the CDFs do 

align themselves as well. However, the accuracy of the CDFs’ alignments could not be measured. 

The detector alignment produced an accuracy of about 1mm for the alignment. This could be 

improved upon because the motor movement accuracy in general has been found to be 0.05mm 

in previous studies12. 

 

4.2 Phantom Features 

In Figure 12, the heterogeneous phantom has the two different tumors visible. This is the same for 

both of the heterogeneous phantoms. This is ideal for the placement of the catheters. If the catheters 

are inserted and the tumors are not in the vicinity of the configuration, then the data will have to 

be retaken. The tumor cannot be reused because the holes will stay, allowing air to be in the middle 

of the configuration, which would affect the optical properties making it necessary to make a new 
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phantom. With the tumors visible, one can be certain about the placement of the catheters to 

provide ideal and accurate data for reconstruction. 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusions 

5.1 Algorithm Performance 

This work has shown the implementation and formation of the alignment process. The algorithm 

exhibits qualities that are ideal for the operating room environment. The user can input, among 

other things, the configuration of the CDFs and the detectors. This will correspond to the motors 

being used. The number of scans are set to be manually input. The new positions are sent directly 

to the appropriate motor boxes. This will then allow the user to zero the positions and refer the rest 

of the movements to these positions for future scans. 

If something were to go wrong during this process, the user can exit the scanning loop and start 

over, reset the variable and matrix, and select different motor boxes. Even after the new positions 

are zeroed, the user can reset the motors to refresh their positions and start over. 

5.2 Phantoms 

The phantoms demonstrate the necessary components required for testing. They are firm, yet can 

be pierced with catheters relatively easily without breaking. The heterogeneous phantoms have 

their tumors visible to provide assurance that the tumors will show up in the reconstruction. 
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5.3 Future Work  

The future work involved in this process includes three main steps to continue on this project. 

Calibrating the system, experimentally calculating the optical properties of the phantoms, and 

setting up the experiment in its entirety to get the reconstruction image are the main areas of future 

work. The last process would require all of the CDFs to be turned on at once. 

5.3.1 Calibration of Dosimetry System 

In order to further test the effectiveness of this apparatus, it would be necessary to calibrate the 

detectors with their corresponding channels in the dosimetry system. This would normalize all of 

the detectors’ readings for the scans used to create the phantom reconstruction. 

5.3.2 Obtain Optical Properties 

Before running any sort of reconstruction with the phantoms, it is key to have a sufficient 

understanding and value for their reduced scattering and absorption coefficients, for the tumors 

and prostate phantoms. This provides a basis for the DOT reconstruction data received and can be 

compared directly to the experimentally found optical properties. Employing this method would 

allow for an assured way to determine the efficacy of the reconstruction. 

5.3.3 Reconstruction Code 

Previously stated in this work is the use of NIRFAST for the purpose of solving the inverse 

problem of the steady-state light diffusion equation. This NIRFAST code is used to help determine 

the optical properties by analyzing the data taken from the light fluence in the scan. Once the 

dosimetry system and detectors are calibrated and the optical properties experimentally obtained, 
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this data can be taken and the code run to produce the reconstruction image. This information is 

significant in determining the influence that the alignment process has in the DOT method of 

treatment planning for PDT. If this is shown to have a significant improvement in the time required, 

and the accuracy of the alignment, then the feasibility of the alignment method can be shown and 

would be an improved method of DOT used in photodynamic therapy. 
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Appendix A: VB6 Code 

A.1 ADC_Buffer Done() 

Private Sub ADC_BufferDone() 

 

Dim hbuf As Long 

Dim wave() As Integer 

Dim DatatoDisplay() As String 

Dim FileName As String 

Dim i, j, k, z, ich As Integer 

Dim ttemp As Single 

Dim edge As Double 

'Dim ensure As Integer 'debugging 

 

 

 

'ReDim SourceFrontEdge(16) 

'ReDim SourceBackEdge(16) 

'ReDim FrontEdgePos(16) 

'ReDim BackEdgePos(16) 

'ReDim PeakMotorPos(16) 

edge = 0 

'ensure = tagAlignment 'for debugging 

 

#If compcon_Recover Then 

    Dim recfid As Integer 

#End If 

    ReDim wave(buffersize)  'Get user buffer same size as hBuf 

    ReDim Datatodisp(MaxnumFieldColumn) ' Data to be displayed 

     

  '  ReDim plotdata(numAve)            ' data to be plotted 

    ReDim plotdata(buffersize) ' data to be plotted. 

    ReDim xplotdata(numAve)           ' x position to be plotted 

     

    EdgePts = 10 

     

    'On Error GoTo bufferdoneerr 

     

    hbuf = AdcSS.Queue       'get buffer from Done Queue 

    'copy data to user buffer 

    CopyFromBuffer hbuf, wave(0), buffersize 

    Isavecount = Isavecount + 1 

    'sbStatusBar.Panels(1).Text = sbStatusBar.Panels(1).Text + "." 'JCF 8-9-2004 

    If TagCalibration = 1 Then  ' code for calibration of isotropic detectors 

        For i = 0 To (MaxnumFieldColumn - 1) 

          ' average the data 

          For j = 0 To (numAve - 1) 

            Datatodisp(i) = Datatodisp(i) + ValueToVoltstim(wave(j * MaxnumFieldColumn + i)) / 

numAve 

          Next j 

          ' calculate accumulations 

          FlRate(i) = Datatodisp(i)            ' Voltage only for calibratoin 

          Fluence(i) = Fluence(i) + FlRate(i) * tdisp / 1000 

          CuFluence(i) = CuFluence(i) + FlRate(i) * tdisp / 1000 

          'display the data 

          txtFlRate(i).Text = Format(FlRate(i), "##0.000") 

          txtFluence(i).Text = Format(Fluence(i), "##0.000") 

          txtCuFluence(i).Text = Format(CuFluence(i), "##0.000") 

        Next i 

       'average the instant fluence rate 

        For i = 0 To (MaxnumFieldColumn - 1) 

          CalFlRate(i) = (CalFlRate(i) * (Isavecount - 1) + FlRate(i)) / Isavecount 
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        Next i 

     

        If Isavecount = Ncal Then 

            On Error Resume Next 

            ADC.Abort                   'Abort ADC SubSystem 

            ADC.Flush                   'Flush All buffers to Done Queue 

         

            hbuf = AdcSS.Queue          'retrieve buffer from subsystem's Done Queue 

         

            While hbuf <> 0 

                FreeBuffer hbuf         'Free buffer from memory 

                hbuf = AdcSS.Queue       'Get another off of Done Queue 

            Wend 

            tbToolBar.Buttons.Item(7).Value = tbrUnpressed   'start and stop button 

            Screen.MousePointer = 0     'default cursor 

            Isavecount = 0              ' reset the count 

            TagCalibration = 0          ' reset to default Data Acquisition mode 

            Exit Sub                    ' terminate operation 

        End If 

     

    #If compcon_Motor Then '  If there's no motor support, don't even compile this.  JCF 11-22-10 

    ElseIf TagMotor = 1 Then   ' data acquisition for the motors: 16 ch system 

        ich = Val(frmMotor.cmbChannel.List(frmMotor.cmbChannel.ListIndex)) - 1 'last selected 

channel(?) 

        'k = 0 

        For i = 0 To (MaxnumFieldColumn - 1) '15 

            For j = 0 To (numAve - 1) '99 

                ' Applying correction factors to data 

                plotdata(j * MaxnumFieldColumn + i) = ValueToVoltstim(wave(j * MaxnumFieldColumn 

+ i)) 

                plotdata(j * MaxnumFieldColumn + i) = A(chlist(i)) * c(chlist(i)) * (plotdata(j * 

MaxnumFieldColumn + i) - B(chlist(i))) 

                ' average the data for textbox display only 

                Datatodisp(i) = Datatodisp(i) + ValueToVoltstim(wave(j * MaxnumFieldColumn + i)) 

/ numAve 

            Next j 

            ' calculate accumulations 

            FlRate(i) = A(chlist(i)) * c(chlist(i)) * (Datatodisp(i) - B(chlist(i))) 

            Fluence(i) = Fluence(i) + FlRate(i) * tdisp / 1000 

            CuFluence(i) = CuFluence(i) + FlRate(i) * tdisp / 1000 

            'display the data 

            txtFlRate(i).Text = Format(FlRate(i), "##0.000") 

            txtFluence(i).Text = Format(Fluence(i), "##0.000") 

            txtCuFluence(i).Text = Format(CuFluence(i), "##0.000") 

        Next i 

        'display current data in textbox 

        frmMotor.txtFlRate = Format(plotdata((numAve - 1) * MaxnumFieldColumn + ich), "##0.000") 

        'average the instant fluence rate 

        '     For i = 0 To MaxnumFieldColumn - 1 

        '      CalFlRate(i) = (CalFlRate(i) * (Isavecount - 1) + FlRate(i)) / Isavecount 

        '     Next i 

        

        ' save data 

        If frmMotor.chkFileSave.Value = 1 Then 

            Open DataFileName For Append Access Write As 2 

        End If 

        Open DefDrive & DefDir & "\motordefault.dat" For Append Access Write As 1 

               

        'write data (in ASCII notation) to file 

        For j = 0 To (numAve - 1) '99 

            Print #1, Date$; ",  "; Time$; ",  "; 

            Print #1, Format(CurMotorPos, "##0.000"); ", "; 

            'CurMotorPosArray(k) = Format(CurMotorPos, "##0.000") 

            For i = 0 To MaxnumFieldColumn - 1 '15 

                Print #1, Format(plotdata(j * MaxnumFieldColumn + i), "##0.000,  "); 

                'plotdataArray(j * MaxnumFieldColumn + i, k) = plotdata(j * MaxnumFieldColumn + 

i) 

            Next i 

            Print #1, 

            'k = k + 1 

            If frmMotor.chkFileSave.Value = 1 Then 
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                Print #2, Date$; ",  "; Time$; ",  "; 

                Print #2, Timer - frmMotor.motor_t0; ", "; 'timer for each buffer done, added 

column not in header 

                Print #2, Format(CurMotorPos, "##0.000"); ", "; 

                For i = 0 To MaxnumFieldColumn - 1 

                Print #2, Format(plotdata(j * MaxnumFieldColumn + i), "##0.000,  "); 

                Next i 

             Print #2, 

            End If 

         

            ' find the peak fluence rate and position 

            'MotorList is an array of checked motors; assume lower motor ch corresponds to lower 

dosimetry ch 

            'TODO: add optional manual motor to dosimetry ch  assignment (AS) 

            '       ich = frmMotor.ich            ' assume channel 1 

            If Nmot <> frmMotor.nch Then 

                MsgBox ("The number of active motors does not match the number of dosimetry 

channels!") 

                'Exit Sub 

            End If 

            For k = 1 To frmMotor.nch 

                ich = Val(frmMotor.cmbChannel.List(k - 1)) - 1 'selected dosimetry channel 

numbers - 1 

                If plotdata(j * MaxnumFieldColumn + ich) > PeakMotorFlRate(MotorList(k)) Then 

                    PeakMotorFlRate(MotorList(k)) = plotdata(j * MaxnumFieldColumn + ich) 

                    If tagAlignment = 1 Then 'do not use offset correction 

                        PeakMotorPos(MotorList(k)) = CurMotorPos 

                    Else 'use offset correction 

                        PeakMotorPos(MotorList(k)) = CurMotorPos + Pos16Offset(MotorList(k - 1)) 

'offset-corrected 

                    End If 

                    'frmMotor.txtPeakPos = Format(CurMotorPos, "##0.000") 

                    'frmMotor.lstPeakPos.List(k - 1) = Format(CurMotorPos, "##0.000") '? 

                    frmMotor.txtPeakFluRate = 

Format(PeakMotorFlRate(Val(frmMotor.cmbChannel.List(frmMotor.cmbChannel.ListIndex))), "##0.00") 

                End If 

                'LINEAR SOURCE EDGE FINDING CODE - AS, Aug 20 2013 

                'find front and back source edges and their position 

                'use max and min slope method 

                'ADD % method, compare, choose one; should use 25-30%, not 50% b/c source is not 

uniform 

                If j >= EdgePts Then    'skip first EdgePts points 

                    edge = (plotdata(j * MaxnumFieldColumn + ich) - plotdata((j - EdgePts) * 

MaxnumFieldColumn + ich)) / (MotorXstep * EdgePts) 

                    If edge > SourceFrontEdge(MotorList(k)) Then 

                        SourceFrontEdge(MotorList(k)) = edge 

                        If tagAlignment = 1 Then   'has no offset (for alignment) 

                            FrontEdgePos(MotorList(k)) = CurMotorPos - MotorXstep * EdgePts / 2 

                        Else 'use normal frontedgepos with the offset (not alignment) 

                            FrontEdgePos(MotorList(k)) = CurMotorPos - MotorXstep * EdgePts / 2 + 

Pos16Offset(MotorList(k)) 'offset-corrected 

                        End If 

                    ElseIf edge < SourceBackEdge(MotorList(k)) Then 

                        SourceBackEdge(MotorList(k)) = edge 

                        If tagAlignment = 1 Then 'has no offset (for alignment) 

                            BackEdgePos(MotorList(k)) = CurMotorPos - MotorXstep * EdgePts / 2 

                        Else 'use normal backedgepos with the offset (not alignment) 

                            BackEdgePos(MotorList(k)) = CurMotorPos - MotorXstep * EdgePts / 2 + 

Pos16Offset(MotorList(k)) 'offset-corrected 

                        End If 

                    End If 

                End If 

            Next k 

            CurMotorPos = CurMotorPos + MotorDirsign * MotorXstep ' * j 

        Next j 

         

        'output calc'd parameters check 

        'Print #2, Format("PeakFR  PeakPos FrontEdge   FrontPos    BackEdge    BackPos") ' 

        'Print #2, 

        'For k = 1 To frmMotor.nch 

            'Print #2, Format(MotorList(k), "##0.000,   "); 'outputs zeros!!! 
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        'Print #2, Format(PeakMotorFlRate(MotorList(k)), "##0.000,   "); 

        'Print #2, Format(PeakMotorPos(MotorList(k)), "##0.000,  "); 

        'Print #2, Format(SourceFrontEdge(MotorList(k)), "##0.000,  "); 

        'Print #2, Format(FrontEdgePos(MotorList(k)), "##0.000,  "); 

        'Print #2, Format(SourceBackEdge(MotorList(k)), "##0.000,  "); 

        'Print #2, Format(BackEdgePos(MotorList(k)), "##0.000,  "); 

        'Print #2, 

        'Next k 

                                                          

        ' Print #1, Date$; ",  "; Time$; ",  "; 

        ' Print #1, Format(frmMotor.Pos, "##0.000"); ", " 

        ' Print #1, 

 

      

        Close #1  'Close output file 

                'check 

                'MsgBox ("Peak pos(1)=" + PeakMotorPos(1)) 

                ' 

        If frmMotor.chkFileSave.Value = 1 Then 

            Close #2 

        End If 

        '  graph the data 

        frmMotor.Update_Chart2 

        ttemp = Timer 

        frmMotor.txtMotorout = "Done buffer " & Isavecount & " of " & Ncal & " in " & 

Format(ttemp - frmMotor.Motor_tlast, "#.0000") & "s (t=  " & Format(ttemp - frmMotor.motor_t0, 

"###.0000") & " s)" & vbCrLf & frmMotor.txtMotorout 

        frmMotor.Motor_tlast = ttemp 

        If Isavecount = Ncal Then 

            On Error Resume Next 

            ADC.Abort                   'Abort ADC SubSystem 

            ADC.Flush                   'Flush All buffers to Done Queue 

         

            hbuf = AdcSS.Queue          'retrieve buffer from subsystem's Done Queue 

         

            While hbuf <> 0 

                FreeBuffer hbuf         'Free buffer from memory 

                hbuf = AdcSS.Queue       'Get another off of Done Queue 

            Wend 

            tbToolBar.Buttons.Item(7).Value = tbrUnpressed   'start and stop button 

            frmMain.mnuStartStop.Caption = "&Start!" 'start menu item 

            Screen.MousePointer = 0     'default cursor 

            Isavecount = 0              ' reset the count 

            Exit Sub                    ' terminate operation 

        End If 

    ElseIf (TagMotor = 2) Then   'single data acquisition 

        ich = frmMotor.cmbChannel.ListIndex            ' assume channel 12 

        For i = 0 To MaxnumFieldColumn - 1 

            For j = 0 To numAve - 1 

                ' Applying correction factors to data 

                plotdata(j * MaxnumFieldColumn + i) = ValueToVoltstim(wave(j * MaxnumFieldColumn 

+ i)) 

                plotdata(j * MaxnumFieldColumn + i) = A(chlist(i)) * c(chlist(i)) * (plotdata(j * 

MaxnumFieldColumn + i) - B(chlist(i))) 

               ' average the data for textbox display only 

                Datatodisp(i) = Datatodisp(i) + ValueToVoltstim(wave(j * MaxnumFieldColumn + i)) 

/ numAve 

            Next j 

            ' calculate accumulations 

            FlRate(i) = A(chlist(i)) * c(chlist(i)) * (Datatodisp(i) - B(chlist(i))) 

            Fluence(i) = Fluence(i) + FlRate(i) * tdisp / 1000 

            CuFluence(i) = CuFluence(i) + FlRate(i) * tdisp / 1000 

            'display the data 

            txtFlRate(i).Text = Format(FlRate(i), "##0.000") 

            txtFluence(i).Text = Format(Fluence(i), "##0.000") 

            txtCuFluence(i).Text = Format(CuFluence(i), "##0.000") 

        Next i 

        'display current data in textbox 

        'frmMotor.txtFlRate = Format(plotdata((numAve - 1) * MaxnumFieldColumn + ich), "##0.000") 

        frmMotor.txtFlRate = Format(FlRate(ich), "##0.000") 
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        If Isavecount = Ncal Then 

            On Error Resume Next 

            ADC.Abort                   'Abort ADC SubSystem 

            ADC.Flush                   'Flush All buffers to Done Queue 

            hbuf = AdcSS.Queue          'retrieve buffer from subsystem's Done Queue 

            While hbuf <> 0 

                FreeBuffer hbuf         'Free buffer from memory 

                hbuf = AdcSS.Queue       'Get another off of Done Queue 

            Wend 

            tbToolBar.Buttons.Item(7).Value = tbrUnpressed   'start and stop button 

            Screen.MousePointer = 0     'default cursor 

            Isavecount = 0              ' reset the count 

            TagMotor = 0                ' reset to default Data Acquisition mode 

            Exit Sub                    ' terminate operation 

        End If 

    '======================================================================== 

    ElseIf (TagMotor = 3) Then   'Full-speed motorized optimization. (Added JCF 4-29-04) 

        ich = frmOptimize2.cmbChannel.ListIndex            ' assume channel 12 

        For i = 0 To MaxnumFieldColumn - 1 

            For j = 0 To numAve - 1 

                ' Applying correction factors to data 

                plotdata(j * MaxnumFieldColumn + i) = ValueToVoltstim(wave(j * MaxnumFieldColumn 

+ i)) 

                plotdata(j * MaxnumFieldColumn + i) = A(chlist(i)) * c(chlist(i)) * (plotdata(j * 

MaxnumFieldColumn + i) - B(chlist(i))) 

               ' average the data for textbox display only 

                Datatodisp(i) = Datatodisp(i) + ValueToVoltstim(wave(j * MaxnumFieldColumn + i)) 

/ numAve 

            Next j 

            ' calculate accumulations 

            FlRate(i) = A(chlist(i)) * c(chlist(i)) * (Datatodisp(i) - B(chlist(i))) 

            Fluence(i) = Fluence(i) + FlRate(i) * tdisp / 1000 

            CuFluence(i) = CuFluence(i) + FlRate(i) * tdisp / 1000 

            'display the data 

            txtFlRate(i).Text = Format(FlRate(i), "##0.000") 

            txtFluence(i).Text = Format(Fluence(i), "##0.000") 

            txtCuFluence(i).Text = Format(CuFluence(i), "##0.000") 

        Next i 

        'write data (in ASCII notation) to file 

        If frmOptimize2.chkSaveData.Value = 1 Then 

            Open DataFileName For Append Access Write As 2 

        End If 

        Open DefDrive & DefDir & "\optimizationdefault.dat" For Append Access Write As 1 

        For j = 0 To numAve - 1 

            Print #1, Date$; ",  "; Time$; ",  "; 

            Print #1, Format(CurMotorPos, "##0.000"); ", "; 

            For i = 0 To MaxnumFieldColumn - 1 

                Print #1, Format(plotdata(j * MaxnumFieldColumn + i), "##0.000,  "); 

            Next i 

            Print #1, 

             

            If frmOptimize2.chkSaveData.Value = 1 Then 

                Print #2, Date$; ",  "; Time$; ",  "; 

                Print #2, Format(CurMotorPos, "##0.000"); ", "; 

                For i = 0 To MaxnumFieldColumn - 1 

                    Print #2, Format(plotdata(j * MaxnumFieldColumn + i), "##0.000,  "); 

                Next i 

                Print #2, 

            End If 

            ' find the peak fluence rate and position 

            'If plotdata(j * MaxnumFieldColumn + ich) > PeakMotorFlRate(1) Then 

            '    PeakMotorFlRate(1) = plotdata(j * MaxnumFieldColumn + ich) 

            '    frmOptimize2.txtPeakPos = Format(CurMotorPos, "##0.000") 

            '    frmOptimize2.txtPeakFluRate = Format(PeakMotorFlRate, "##0.00") 

            'End If 

            MotorNSteps = MotorNSteps + 1 

            For k = 1 To frmOptimize2.nch 

                ich = Val(Mid(frmOptimize2.cmbChannel.List(k - 1), 1, 2)) - 1 

                MotorFlRateSum(k) = MotorFlRateSum(k) + plotdata(j * MaxnumFieldColumn + ich) 

                If plotdata(j * MaxnumFieldColumn + ich) > PeakMotorFlRate(k) Then 

                    PeakMotorFlRate(k) = plotdata(j * MaxnumFieldColumn + ich) 
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                    PeakMotorPos(k) = CurMotorPos 

                    frmOptimize2.txtPeakPos = Format(CurMotorPos, "##0.000") 

                 End If 

            Next k 

            frmOptimize2.txtPeakFluRate = 

Format(PeakMotorFlRate(frmOptimize2.cmbChannel.ListIndex + 1), "##0.00") 

            CurMotorPos = CurMotorPos + MotorDirsign * MotorXstep ' * j 

        Next j 

        frmOptimize2.txtTime = Format(CurMotorPos, "##.00") 

        'frmOptimize2.txtStatus = frmOptimize2.txtStatus + " " + Format(CurMotorPos, "##.00") 

         

        Close #1 

        If frmOptimize2.chkSaveData.Value = 1 Then 

            Close #2 

            'MsgBox "File #2 Closed" 

        End If 

        frmOptimize2.Update_Chart2 

        ttemp = Timer 

        frmOptimize2.motor_t_data = ttemp - frmOptimize2.motor_t0 

        If Isavecount = Ncal Then 

            On Error Resume Next 

            ADC.Abort                   'Abort ADC SubSystem 

            ADC.Flush                   'Flush All buffers to Done Queue 

         

            hbuf = AdcSS.Queue          'retrieve buffer from subsystem's Done Queue 

         

            While hbuf <> 0 

                FreeBuffer hbuf         'Free buffer from memory 

                hbuf = AdcSS.Queue       'Get another off of Done Queue 

            Wend 

            tbToolBar.Buttons.Item(7).Value = tbrUnpressed   'start and stop button 

            frmMain.mnuStartStop.Caption = "&Start!" 

            Screen.MousePointer = 0     'default cursor 

            Isavecount = 0              ' reset the count 

            Exit Sub                    ' terminate operation 

        End If 

    #End If 

    Else '-------------Regular data acquisition (no motor or calibration) 

         #If compcon_Plot Then 'JCF 11-22-2010 

        JFPlot_index = JFPlot_index + 1  '-JCF 7-29-07 

        JFPlot_time(JFPlot_index) = (Timer - JFPlot_starttime) / 60 '-JCF 7-29-07 

        #End If 

        For i = 0 To MaxnumFieldColumn - 1 

            ' average the data 

            For j = 0 To numAve - 1 

                Datatodisp(i) = Datatodisp(i) + ValueToVoltstim(wave(j * MaxnumFieldColumn + i)) 

/ numAve 

 '              DatatoDisp(i) = DatatoDisp(i) + wave(j * MaxnumFieldColumn + i) / numAve 

            Next j 

            ' calculate accumulations 

            FlRate(i) = A(chlist(i)) * c(chlist(i)) * (Datatodisp(i) - B(chlist(i))) 

            ' Ensure positive number 

            If Abs(Datatodisp(i) - B(chlist(i))) < 0.01 Then FlRate(i) = 0 

            Fluence(i) = Fluence(i) + FlRate(i) * tdisp / 1000 

            CuFluence(i) = CuFluence(i) + FlRate(i) * tdisp / 1000 

            'display the data 

            txtFlRate(i).Text = Format(FlRate(i), DisplayFormat) 

            txtFluence(i).Text = Format(Fluence(i), DisplayFormat) 

            txtCuFluence(i).Text = Format(CuFluence(i), DisplayFormat) 

            ' graph the data 

            'frmChart.Update_Chart 

             #If compcon_Plot Then 'JCF 11-22-2010 

            JFPlot_FluenceRate(JFPlot_index, i) = FlRate(i) '-JCF 7-29-07 

            JFPlot_Fluence(JFPlot_index, i) = Fluence(i)    '-JCF 7-29-07 

            #End If 

        Next i 

        #If compcon_Plot Then 'JCF 11-22-2010 

         frmDosePlot.addpoint 

        #End If 

         

       'Save the data file 
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        If Isavecount = Nsave Then 

            'average the instant fluence rate 

            For i = 0 To MaxnumFieldColumn - 1 

                sFlRate(i) = sFlRate(i) + FlRate(i) / Nsave 

            Next i 

            #If compcon_Recover Then 'JCF 11-22-2010 

                recfid = FreeFile 

                Open DefDrive & DefDir & "\recovery.dat" For Output Access Write As recfid 

                 For i = 0 To MaxnumFieldColumn - 1 

                    Print #recfid, Format(i + 1), RowOrder(i), _ 

                        txtMaxRate(i).Text, Format(Fluence(i), "0.0000"), Format(CuFluence(i), 

"0.0000"), _ 

                        A(i), B(i), c(i), txtSite(i).Text 

                Next i 

                Close recfid 

            #End If 

             

             

         

            Open DefDrive & DefDir & "\default.dat" For Append Access Write As 1 

            'write data (in ASCII notation) to file 

            Print #1, Date$; ",  "; Time$; ",  "; 

            For i = 0 To MaxnumFieldColumn - 1 

                Print #1, Format(sFlRate(i), "##0.000"); ",  "; 

            Next i 

            Print #1, 

            Close #1  'Close output file 

         

            If mnuConfSaving.Checked = True Then 

                Open DataFileName For Append Access Write As 2 

                'write data (in ASCII) to file 

                Print #2, Date$; ",  "; Time$; ",  "; 

                For i = 0 To MaxnumFieldColumn - 1 

                    Print #2, Format(sFlRate(i), "##0.000"); ",  "; 

                Next i 

                Print #2, 

                Close #2  'Close output file 

            End If 

             

            ' reset parameters 

            Isavecount = 0 

            For i = 0 To MaxnumFieldColumn - 1 

                sFlRate(i) = 0 

            Next i 

        Else 

            'average the instant fluence rate 

            For i = 0 To MaxnumFieldColumn - 1 

                sFlRate(i) = sFlRate(i) + FlRate(i) / Nsave 

            Next i 

        End If 

    End If '--- Corresponds to Tag Motor, etc. ---- 

  

    ADC.Queue = hbuf        'return buffer to ready queue 

Exit Sub 

  

bufferdoneerr: 

    If Err.Number = 440 Then   ' OLE automation error occurred 

        MsgBox "DTACq321 Produced DT-Open Layers error:" + CStr(AdcSS.LastError) + ", " + 

AdcSS.LastErrDescription 

        AdcSS.ClearError 

    Else 

        MsgBox "Unknown error in ADC_Bufferdone." 

    End If 

End Sub 
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A.2 cmdCalcShowOffset_Click() 

Private Sub cmdCalcShowOffset_Click() 

 

Dim flag As Boolean 

Dim source1 As Double 'the first source value (for offset) 

Dim countD As Integer 'used for detector loops 

Dim countLS As Integer 'used for cdf loops 

Dim detector1, detector2, detector3, detector4 As Double 'used for storing detector position 

Dim detectordifference As Double 'stores offset for detector 

Dim i, k, increment As Integer 

Dim DD2, DD3, DD4 As Double 'stores offset for detector 

Dim CopyArrayOffsetMtx(16, 16) As Double 

Dim CDFD2, CDFD3, CDFD4 As Double 'stores offset for CDF (configuration 6) 

Dim CDF1, CDF2, CDF3, CDF4 As Double 'used for storing CDF position (configuration 6) 

 

 

'----------shifts all values in array by first detector/first CDF----------' 

'--------------------------------------------------------------------------' 

'initialize all variables 

source1 = 0 

countD = 0 

countLS = 0 

detector1 = 0 

detector2 = 0 

detector3 = 0 

detector4 = 0 

detectordifference = 0 

DD2 = 0 

DD3 = 0 

DD4 = 0 

flag = True 

 

'copy the original array 

For i = 0 To 15 

    For k = 0 To 15 

        CopyArrayOffsetMtx(i, k) = OffsetMtx(i, k) 

    Next 

Next 

 

'subtracts cdf 1 by everything 

For i = 0 To 15 

    If ChkDetector(i) = 1 Then 

        For k = 0 To 15 

            'find the biggest value here? 

            If chkCDF(k) = 1 Then 

                If flag Then        'for the first CDF 

                    flag = False 

                    source1 = CopyArrayOffsetMtx(i, k)    'saves the first CDF 

                End If 

                CopyArrayOffsetMtx(i, k) = source1 - CopyArrayOffsetMtx(i, k)  'adjusts 

everything to the CDF 

            End If 

        Next 

    End If 

Next 

'---------------------------------------------------------------------------' 

  

  

  

  

'--------------------------------------------------------------------------' 

'--------------------starts the different configurations-------------------' 

'--------------------------------------------------------------------------' 

 

 

'---------------------------simplest configuration----------------------------' 

'--------------------------------------------------------------------------' 
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If configuration = 1 Then 

    For i = 0 To 15 

        If ChkDetector(i) = 1 Then 

            TxtMotor(i) = 0  'don't shift the detector anywhere 

            For k = 0 To 15 

                If chkCDF(k) = 1 Then 

                    TxtMotor(k) = CopyArrayOffsetMtx(i, k) * (-1) 

                End If 

            Next 

        End If 

    Next 

'--------------------------------------------------------------------------' 

 

 

'-------------------------6 cdfs and two detectors--------------------------' 

'--------------------------------------------------------------------------' 

ElseIf configuration = 2 Then 

 

    countLS = -1 

    countD = -1 

    increment = -1 

     

    'this loop finds the detector offset 

    For i = 0 To 15 

        If ChkDetector(i) = 1 Then 

            For k = 0 To 15        'WATCH K VALUE HERE 

                If chkCDF(k) = 1 Then 

                    If increment = 1 Then 

                        countLS = countLS + 1 

                    Else 

                        countLS = countLS + 1 

                        If countLS = 1 Then 

                            detector1 = CopyArrayOffsetMtx(i, k) 

                            Exit For  '(k to 15) 

                        End If 

                    End If 

                End If 

                If countLS = 3 Then 

                    Exit For '(i to 15) 

                End If 

            Next  'NOTICE: k is still at value when exit loop occured, but needed CDF should be 

in the same column 

            countD = countD + 1 

            increment = increment + 1 

            If countD = 1 Then 

                detector2 = CopyArrayOffsetMtx(i, k)  'needs to be (4, 1) 

                Exit For '(i to 15) 

            End If 

        End If 

    Next  'NOTICE: i is still at value when exit loop occured 

    detectordifference = detector1 - detector2 

     

    'reset variables 

    countD = -1 

    countLS = -1 

     

    'this loop applies the detector offset 

    For i = 0 To 15 

        If ChkDetector(i) = 1 Then 

            countD = countD + 1 

            If countD = 1 Then 'second detector 

                For k = 0 To 15 

                    If chkCDF(k) = 1 Then 

                        countLS = countLS + 1 

                        If countLS = 2 Then 

                            CopyArrayOffsetMtx(i, k) = CopyArrayOffsetMtx(i, k) + 

detectordifference 

                        ElseIf countLS = 5 Then 

                            CopyArrayOffsetMtx(i, k) = CopyArrayOffsetMtx(i, k) + 

detectordifference 

                        End If 
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                    End If 

                Next 

            End If 

        End If 

    Next 

     

    'reset variables 

    countD = -1 

    countLS = -1 

     

    'this loop puts the offsets into txtmotor 

    For i = 0 To 15 

        If ChkDetector(i) = 1 Then 

            countD = countD + 1 

            If countD = 1 Then 

                For k = 0 To 15 

                    If chkCDF(k) = 1 Then 

                        countLS = countLS + 1 

                        If countLS = 2 Then 

                            TxtMotor(k) = CopyArrayOffsetMtx(i, k) 

                        ElseIf countLS = 5 Then 

                            TxtMotor(k) = CopyArrayOffsetMtx(i, k) 

                        End If 

                    End If 

                Next 

            Else 

                For k = 0 To 15 

                    If chkCDF(k) = 1 Then 

                        countLS = countLS + 1 

                        If countLS = 0 Then 

                            TxtMotor(k) = CopyArrayOffsetMtx(i, k) 

                        ElseIf countLS = 1 Then 

                            TxtMotor(k) = CopyArrayOffsetMtx(i, k) 

                        ElseIf countLS = 3 Then 

                            TxtMotor(k) = CopyArrayOffsetMtx(i, k) 

                        ElseIf countLS = 4 Then 

                            TxtMotor(k) = CopyArrayOffsetMtx(i, k) 

                        End If 

                    End If 

                Next 

                countLS = -1 

            End If 

        End If 

    Next 

     

    'reset variables 

    countD = -1 

    countLS = -1 

     

    'this loop puts the shift of the detector in txtmotor for detector 

    For i = 0 To 15 

        If ChkDetector(i) = 1 Then 

            countD = countD + 1 

            If countD = 0 Then 

                TxtMotor(i) = 0 'puts the first detector to zero 

            ElseIf countD = 1 Then 

                TxtMotor(i) = detectordifference 

                Exit For  'no reason to keep looking in this case 

            End If 

        End If 

    Next 

'--------------------------------------------------------------------------' 

 

 

'----------------------vertical 6 cdfs and 2 detectors---------------------' 

'--------------------------------------------------------------------------' 

ElseIf configuration = 3 Then 

 

MsgBox ("Has not been coded yet") 

 

'--------------------------------------------------------------------------' 
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'-----------------biggest configuration possible (for now)-----------------' 

'--------------------------------------------------------------------------' 

ElseIf configuration = 4 Then 

 

    countD = -1 

    countLS = -1 

    detector1 = 0 

    detector2 = 0 

     

    'this loop finds detector offsets 

    For k = 0 To 15 

        If chkCDF(k) = 1 Then 

            countLS = countLS + 1 

            If countLS = 4 Then 

                For i = 0 To 15 

                    If ChkDetector(i) = 1 Then 

                        countD = countD + 1 

                        If countD = 0 Then 

                            detector1 = CopyArrayOffsetMtx(i, k) '3,7 

                        ElseIf countD = 1 Then 

                            detector2 = CopyArrayOffsetMtx(i, k) '4,7 

                        ElseIf countD = 2 Then 

                            detector3 = CopyArrayOffsetMtx(i, k) '9,7 

                        ElseIf countD = 3 Then 

                            detector4 = CopyArrayOffsetMtx(i, k) '10,7 

                        End If 

                    End If 

                Next 

            End If 

        End If 

    Next 

     

    DD2 = detector1 - detector2 

    DD3 = detector1 - detector3 

    DD4 = detector1 - detector4 

     

    'reset variables 

    countLS = -1 

    countD = -1 

     

    'this loop applies the detector offsets 

    'since I had already had the specific values, might as well put them into the text box 

    For i = 0 To 15 

        If ChkDetector(i) = 1 Then 

            countD = countD + 1 

            If countD = 1 Then 'second detector 

                For k = 0 To 15 

                    If chkCDF(k) = 1 Then 

                        countLS = countLS + 1 

                        If countLS = 2 Then 

                            CopyArrayOffsetMtx(i, k) = CopyArrayOffsetMtx(i, k) + DD2 

                            TxtMotor(k) = CopyArrayOffsetMtx(i, k) 

                        ElseIf countLS = 5 Then 

                            CopyArrayOffsetMtx(i, k) = CopyArrayOffsetMtx(i, k) + DD2 

                            TxtMotor(k) = CopyArrayOffsetMtx(i, k) 

                        End If 

                    End If 

                Next 

            ElseIf countD = 2 Then 'third detector 

                countLS = -1 

                For k = 0 To 15 

                    If chkCDF(k) = 1 Then 

                        countLS = countLS + 1 

                        If countLS = 6 Then 

                            CopyArrayOffsetMtx(i, k) = CopyArrayOffsetMtx(i, k) + DD3 

                            TxtMotor(k) = CopyArrayOffsetMtx(i, k) 

                        ElseIf countLS = 7 Then 

                            CopyArrayOffsetMtx(i, k) = CopyArrayOffsetMtx(i, k) + DD3 

                            TxtMotor(k) = CopyArrayOffsetMtx(i, k) 
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                        End If 

                    End If 

                Next 

            ElseIf countD = 3 Then 'fourth detector 

                countLS = -1 

                For k = 0 To 15 

                    If chkCDF(k) = 1 Then 

                        countLS = countLS + 1 

                        If countLS = 8 Then 

                            CopyArrayOffsetMtx(i, k) = CopyArrayOffsetMtx(i, k) + DD4 

                            TxtMotor(k) = CopyArrayOffsetMtx(i, k) 

                        End If 

                    End If 

                Next 

            End If 

        End If 

    Next 

               

    'reset variables 

    countLS = -1 

    countD = -1 

     

    'put the rest of the values into the text boxes 

    For i = 0 To 15 

        If ChkDetector(i) = 1 Then 

            countD = countD + 1 

            If countD = 0 Then 'first detector 

                For k = 0 To 15 

                    If chkCDF(k) = 1 Then 

                        countLS = countLS + 1 

                        If countLS = 0 Then 

                            TxtMotor(k) = CopyArrayOffsetMtx(i, k) 

                        ElseIf countLS = 1 Then 

                            TxtMotor(k) = CopyArrayOffsetMtx(i, k) 

                        ElseIf countLS = 3 Then 

                            TxtMotor(k) = CopyArrayOffsetMtx(i, k) 

                        ElseIf countLS = 4 Then 

                            TxtMotor(k) = CopyArrayOffsetMtx(i, k) 

                        End If 

                    End If 

                Next 

            End If 

        End If 

    Next 

     

     

    'reset variables 

    countLS = -1 

    countD = -1 

     

    'this loop puts the shift of the detector in txtmotor for detector 

    For i = 0 To 15 

        If ChkDetector(i) = 1 Then 

            countD = countD + 1 

            If countD = 0 Then 'first detector motor 

                TxtMotor(i) = 0 

            ElseIf countD = 1 Then 'second detector motor 

                TxtMotor(i) = DD2 

            ElseIf countD = 2 Then 'third detector motor 

                TxtMotor(i) = DD3 

            ElseIf countD = 3 Then 'fourth detector motor 

                TxtMotor(i) = DD4 

            End If 

        End If 

    Next 

'--------------------------------------------------------------------------' 

 

 

'--------------------------detector alignment------------------------------' 

'--------------------------------------------------------------------------' 

ElseIf configuration = 5 Then 
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    'reset variables 

    countLS = -1 

    countD = -1 

    detector1 = 0 

    source1 = 0 

 

'    For k = 0 To 15 

'        If chkCDF(k) = 1 Then 

'            For i = 0 To 15 

'                If ChkDetector(i) = 1 Then 

'                    countD = countD + 1 

'                    If countD = 0 Then 

'                        detector1 = CopyArrayOffsetMtx(i, k) 'first detector 

'                    End If 

'                    CopyArrayOffsetMtx(i, k) = CopyArrayOffsetMtx(i, k) - detector1 

'                End If 

'            Next 

'        End If 

'    Next 

     

    For k = 0 To 15 

        If chkCDF(k) = 1 Then 

            For i = 0 To 15 

                If ChkDetector(i) = 1 Then 

                    TxtMotor(i) = CopyArrayOffsetMtx(i, k) * (-1) 

                End If 

            Next 

        End If 

    Next 

 

'--------------------------------------------------------------------------' 

 

 

'--------------------------9 detectors 4 cdfs------------------------------' 

'--------------------------------------------------------------------------' 

ElseIf configuration = 6 Then 

 

    CDFD2 = 0 

    CDFD3 = 0 

    CDFD4 = 0 

    CDF1 = 0 

    CDF2 = 0 

    CDF3 = 0 

    CDF4 = 0 

    countD = -1 

    countLS = -1 

    detector1 = 0 

    detector2 = 0 

     

    'this loop finds CDF offsets 

    For i = 0 To 15 

        If ChkDetector(i) = 1 Then 

            countD = countD + 1 

            If countLS = 4 Then 

                For k = 0 To 15 

                    If chkCDF(k) = 1 Then 

                        countLS = countLS + 1 

                        If countD = 0 Then 

                            CDF1 = CopyArrayOffsetMtx(i, k) '7,3 

                        ElseIf countD = 1 Then 

                            CDF2 = CopyArrayOffsetMtx(i, k) '7,4 

                        ElseIf countD = 2 Then 

                            CDF3 = CopyArrayOffsetMtx(i, k) '7,9 

                        ElseIf countD = 3 Then 

                            CDF4 = CopyArrayOffsetMtx(i, k) '7,10 

                        End If 

                    End If 

                Next 

            End If 

        End If 
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    Next 

     

    CDFD2 = CDF1 - CDF2 

    CDFD3 = CDF1 - CDF3 

    CDFD4 = CDF1 - CDF4 

     

    'reset variables 

    countLS = -1 

    countD = -1 

     

    'this loop applies the detector offsets 

    'since I had already had the specific values, might as well put them into the text box 

    For k = 0 To 15 

        If chkCDF(k) = 1 Then 

            countLS = countLS + 1 

            If countLS = 1 Then 'second cdf 

                For i = 0 To 15 

                    If ChkDetector(i) = 1 Then 

                        countD = countD + 1 

                        If countD = 2 Then 

                            CopyArrayOffsetMtx(i, k) = CopyArrayOffsetMtx(i, k) + CDFD2 

                            TxtMotor(i) = CopyArrayOffsetMtx(i, k) 

                        ElseIf countD = 5 Then 

                            CopyArrayOffsetMtx(i, k) = CopyArrayOffsetMtx(i, k) + CDFD2 

                            TxtMotor(i) = CopyArrayOffsetMtx(i, k) 

                        End If 

                    End If 

                Next 

            ElseIf countLS = 2 Then 'third detector 

                countD = -1 

                For i = 0 To 15 

                    If ChkDetector(i) = 1 Then 

                        countD = countD + 1 

                        If countD = 6 Then 

                            CopyArrayOffsetMtx(i, k) = CopyArrayOffsetMtx(i, k) + CDFD3 

                            TxtMotor(i) = CopyArrayOffsetMtx(i, k) 

                        ElseIf countD = 7 Then 

                            CopyArrayOffsetMtx(i, k) = CopyArrayOffsetMtx(i, k) + CDFD3 

                            TxtMotor(i) = CopyArrayOffsetMtx(i, k) 

                        End If 

                    End If 

                Next 

            ElseIf countLS = 3 Then 'fourth detector 

                countD = -1 

                For i = 0 To 15 

                    If ChkDetector(i) = 1 Then 

                        countD = countD + 1 

                        If countD = 8 Then 

                            CopyArrayOffsetMtx(i, k) = CopyArrayOffsetMtx(i, k) + CDFD4 

                            TxtMotor(i) = CopyArrayOffsetMtx(i, k) 

                        End If 

                    End If 

                Next 

            End If 

        End If 

    Next 

               

    'reset variables 

    countLS = -1 

    countD = -1 

     

    'put the rest of the values into the text boxes 

    For k = 0 To 15 

        If chkCDF(k) = 1 Then 

            countLS = countLS + 1 

            If countLS = 0 Then 'first cdf 

                For i = 0 To 15 

                    If ChkDetector(i) = 1 Then 

                        countD = countD + 1 

                        If countD = 0 Then 

                            TxtMotor(i) = CopyArrayOffsetMtx(i, k) 
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                        ElseIf countD = 1 Then 

                            TxtMotor(i) = CopyArrayOffsetMtx(i, k) 

                        ElseIf countD = 3 Then 

                            TxtMotor(i) = CopyArrayOffsetMtx(i, k) 

                        ElseIf countD = 4 Then 

                            TxtMotor(i) = CopyArrayOffsetMtx(i, k) 

                        End If 

                    End If 

                Next 

            End If 

        End If 

    Next 

     

     

    'reset variables 

    countLS = -1 

    countD = -1 

     

    'this loop puts the shift of the cdf in txtmotor for cdf 

    For k = 0 To 15 

        If chkCDF(k) = 1 Then 

            countLS = countLS + 1 

            If countLS = 0 Then 'first cdf motor 

                TxtMotor(k) = 0 

            ElseIf countLS = 1 Then 'second cdf motor 

                TxtMotor(k) = CDFD2 

            ElseIf countLS = 2 Then 'third cdf motor 

                TxtMotor(k) = CDFD3 

            ElseIf countLS = 3 Then 'fourth cdf motor 

                TxtMotor(k) = CDFD4 

            End If 

        End If 

    Next 

'--------------------------------------------------------------------------' 

 

 

End If 

 

'---------------------------------------------------------------------------' 

'---------------------------------------------------------------------------' 

 

 

End Sub 

 

A.3 CmdDoScan_Click() 

Private Sub CmdDoScan_Click() 

 

Dim Detectornum As Integer 'debug 

Dim CDFnum As Integer 'debug 

Dim i, j, z As Integer 

Dim Index, Ncdf As Integer 

Dim MotorIndex As Integer 'index of the 1st (or last) motor 

Dim k As Integer, t0 As Single, t1 As Single 

Dim longV As Long 

Dim Counts 

Dim AxisMoving 

Dim SensorState As Integer 

Dim increment As Integer 

Dim catchedge(16) As Double 

Dim longX As Long 

Dim iplotdata(2000) As Double 'this holds the fluence data for a specific detector 

Dim xMotorPosition(2000) 'stores current motor position for a specific detector 

Dim edgevalue(16) As Double 'holds the edges of detectors 
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'----------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

'initialize variables 

increment = -1 

CDFnum = 0 

Detectornum = 0 

Ncdf = 0 

z = 0 

CurMotorPos = 0 

configuration = 0 

 

 

'Totals detectors and CDFs 

For i = 0 To 15 

    If ChkDetector(i) = 1 Then 

        Detectornum = Detectornum + 1 'debug 

    ElseIf chkCDF(i) = 1 Then 

        CDFnum = CDFnum + 1 'debug 

    End If 

Next i 

 

'creates cdflist 

For k = 0 To 15 'find selected cdf 

If chkCDF(k) = 1 Then 'cdf selected 

    CDFList(Ncdf) = k 'record selected cdf index in a list 

    Ncdf = Ncdf + 1 'update # selected cdfs 

End If 

Next 

         

'creates motorlist (detector) 

Nmot = 0 

For k = 0 To 15 'find selected motors 

    If ChkDetector(k) = 1 Then 'motor selected 

        'ADD DET CHECK! 

        MotorList(Nmot) = k 'record selected motor index in a list 

        Nmot = Nmot + 1 'update # selected motors 

    End If 

Next 

 

'make sure this configuration is known (coded)-------------------- 

If txtCDFrow = 2 And txtCDFcolumn = 2 Then 

    If txtDetectorRow = 1 And txtDetectorColumn = 1 Then 

        configuration = 1 

        If txtNumberofScans <> 4 Then 

            MsgBox ("Should be 4 scans for this configuration.") 

            Exit Sub 

        End If 

        If Detectornum <> 1 Then 

            MsgBox ("Should be 1 detector for this configuration.") 

            Exit Sub 

        End If 

    End If 

End If 

 

If txtCDFrow = 2 And txtCDFcolumn = 3 Then 

    If txtDetectorRow = 1 And txtDetectorColumn = 2 Then 

        configuration = 2 

        If txtNumberofScans <> 6 Then 

            MsgBox ("Should be 6 scans for this configuration.") 

            Exit Sub 

        End If 

        If Detectornum <> 2 Then 

            MsgBox ("Should be 2 detectors for this configuration.") 

            Exit Sub 

        End If 

    End If 

End If 

 

If txtCDFrow = 3 And txtCDFcolumn = 2 Then 

    If txtDetectorRow = 2 And txtDetectorColumn = 1 Then 

        configuration = 3 
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        If txtNumberofScans <> 6 Then 

            MsgBox ("Should be 6 scans for this configuration.") 

            Exit Sub 

        End If 

        If Detectornum <> 2 Then 

            MsgBox ("Should be 2 detectors for this configuration.") 

            Exit Sub 

        End If 

    End If 

End If 

 

If txtCDFrow = 3 And txtCDFcolumn = 3 Then 

    If txtDetectorRow = 2 And txtDetectorColumn = 2 Then 

        configuration = 4 

        If txtNumberofScans <> 9 Then 

            MsgBox ("Should be 9 scans for this configuration.") 

            Exit Sub 

        End If 

        If Detectornum <> 4 Then 

            MsgBox ("Should be 4 detectors for this configuration.") 

            Exit Sub 

        End If 

    End If 

End If 

 

If txtCDFrow = 1 And txtCDFcolumn = 1 Then 

    If txtDetectorRow = 2 And txtDetectorColumn = 2 Then 

        configuration = 5 

        If txtNumberofScans <> 1 Then 

            MsgBox ("Should be 1 scan for this configuration") 

            Exit Sub 

        End If 

        If Detectornum <> 4 Then 

            MsgBox ("Should be 4 detectors for this configuration.") 

            Exit Sub 

        End If 

    End If 

End If 

 

 

If txtCDFrow = 2 And txtCDFcolumn = 2 Then 

    If txtDetectorRow = 3 And txtDetectorColumn = 3 Then 

        configuration = 6 

        If txtNumberofScans <> 4 Then 

            MsgBox ("Should be 4 scans for this configuration.") 

            Exit Sub 

        End If 

        If Detectornum <> 9 Then 

            MsgBox ("Should be 9 detectors for this configuration.") 

            Exit Sub 

        End If 

    End If 

End If 

 

 

Select Case configuration 

    Case 0, 3, 7 To 99 

        MsgBox ("Unknown configuration.") 

        Exit Sub 

End Select 

'----------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

'makes sure the scans = cdfs 

If CDFnum <> Val(txtNumberofScans.Text) Then 

    MsgBox ("Number of scans does not equal number of CDFs!") 

    Exit Sub 

End If 

 

If chkFileSave.Value = 1 Then 

    If MsgBox("Are you sure you want to save for each scan.", vbYesNo) = vbNo Then 

        Exit Sub 
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    End If 

End If 

     

 

For j = 0 To Val(txtNumberofScans.Text) - 1 'or txtNumberofScans 

     

    If MsgBox("Ensure correct CDF is on. This is scan " & j + 1 & " of " & txtNumberofScans.Text 

& ". Continue?", vbExclamation + vbYesNo) = vbNo Then 

        Exit Sub 

    Else 

     

        '--------------------------------------------------------- 

        '---------------------startdata code---------------------- 

        '--------------------------------------------------------- 

        On Error Resume Next 

         

        'refresh data for each scan 

        ReDim SourceFrontEdge(16) 

        ReDim SourceBackEdge(16) 

        ReDim FrontEdgePos(16) 

        ReDim BackEdgePos(16) 

        ReDim PeakMotorPos(16) 

        increment = -1 

        tagAlignment = 1 

         

          '-------------------  Initialize the plot ---------- 

        DTPlot321.xScale = DX 

        DTPlot321.StripChartSize = Max(1, Trim(txtStep2.Text) / DX) 

        DTPlot321.xLength = Max(1, Val(Trim(txtStep2.Text))) 

        dataisrunning = 1 

          '---- Read in the intial position, direction, etc. 

        txtStep2_Change 

        UpdatePos 

        MotorXstep = txtDx.Text   'used in other modules to determine position! 

        MotorDirsign = 1 'forward scans only! 

        MotorIndex = -1 

        For k = 0 To 15 'find first (or last) selected motor 

            If ChkDetector(k) = 1 Then 'motor selected 

                MotorIndex = k 

                Exit For '1st selected motor; if commented out, last selected motor is picked 

            End If 

        Next 

         

        If MotorIndex = -1 Then    'warning if no motor is selected 

            MsgBox ("No motor is selected!") 

            Exit Sub 

        End If 

         

         

        If Nmot <> nch Then 

            MsgBox ("The number of motors does not match the number of channels!") 

            Exit Sub 

        End If 

         

        x0 = Val(TxtMotor(MotorIndex))  'initial position of the 1st (or last) CHECKED motor 

         

        '-------------------------time delay adjustment for estimated position-------------------

--------------- 

        CurMotorPos = Val(TxtMotor(MotorIndex)) - Val(txtDaqDelay) * V   'adjustable delay at 

runtime, s, eg 0.53 

        txtMotorout = "MotorPosition = " + Format(CurMotorPos) + vbCrLf + txtMotorout 

        For k = 1 To nch 

            PeakMotorPos(k) = CurMotorPos 'Position of peak fluence rate, initial guess 

            PeakMotorFlRate(k) = 0 'Peak fluence rate, initial guess 

            SourceFrontEdge(k) = CurMotorPos 'Position of front source edge, initial guess 

            FrontEdgePos(k) = 0 'Front edge fluence rate, initial guess 

            SourceBackEdge(k) = CurMotorPos 'Position of back source edge, initial guess 

            BackEdgePos(k) = 0 'Back edge fluence rate, initial guess 

        Next k 

        DTPlot321.StripChartMode = True 'clear chart before acquiring data 

        cmdStartData.Enabled = False 
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        TagMotor = 1  ' data acquisition with motor 

        Ncal = 0      ' continuous operation, non-stop 

          '5-7-04 JCF -- Now Ncal limits the number of buffers read. 

        Ncal = NBuff 

        motor_t0 = Timer 

        '------------------------data/pos acq starts!------------------------- 

        data_acq 'start data acquisition 

        Debug.Print "File name = " & DataFileName 

        WriteComment "File " & DataFileName & " started: " & Format(NBuff, "#0 Buffers"), Time, 

tablevel + 1 

        '------------------------motion starts!------------------------------- 

        cmdMoveRel_Click 'Move checked motors the distance specified by TxtStep2, aka "Scan 

Length" 

        txtMotorout = "Data acquisition started at " + Timer - tt + vbCrLf + txtMotorout 

        txtMotorout = "Motor started at " + Timer - Motor_tlast + vbCrLf + txtMotorout 

        txtMotorout = "DAQ called at " + Timer - motor_t0 + vbCrLf + txtMotorout 

           

        'MotorXstep = 0 

        cmdStartData.Enabled = True 

        t1 = Timer 

        Do                              'start do loop 

            DoEvents            'allow other events to happen while waiting 

        Loop Until frmMain.mnuStartStop.Caption = "&Start!" Or Timer - t1 > 5 

        'wait (0.5) 

        If frmMain.mnuStartStop.Caption = "&Stop!" Then 

            frmMain.mnuStartStop_Click  'stop the data acquisition 

            txtMotorout = "Data stopped by motor. t = " + Timer - motor_t0 + vbCrLf + txtMotorout 

            WriteComment "Data stopped by motor. t = " & Timer - motor_t0 & " s", Time, tablevel 

+ 2 

            'MsgBox ("Data stops early") 

        End If 

           

 

        Index = cmbChannel.ListIndex + 1 'number of selected dosimetry channels 

        txtPeakFluRate = Format(PeakMotorFlRate(MotorIndex), "##0.000") 'reads peak fl rate for 

1st (Index for last) dosimetry channel 

        If (PeakMotorPos(MotorIndex) - x0) / MotorDirsign >= 0 Then 

            DTPlot321.MarkerV2Pos = (PeakMotorPos(MotorIndex) - x0) / MotorDirsign 

        End If 

        For k = 0 To Nmot - 1 

            lstPeakPos.List(k) = Format(PeakMotorPos(k + 1), "##0.000") 

        Next 

 

          ' recover the old data acquisition condition 

        tdisp = tdispold 

        tint = tintold 

        frmIOBox.txttdisp.Text = Format(tdisp, "0.0000") 

        frmIOBox.txttint.Text = Format(tint, "0.0000") 

          're-ordered JCF 2013-01-23 

        tsave = tsaveold 

        frmIOBox.txttsave.Text = Format(tsave, "0.0000") 

           

        TagMotor = 0    ' no data acquisition with motor 

        dataisrunning = 0 

          'make sure filenumber is a number 

        If Not IsNumeric(txtFileNumber) Then 

            txtFileNumber = 0 

        End If 

          ' If we're incrementing, update the filenumber now. 

        If chkIncrementFile.Value = 1 Then 

            txtFileNumber = txtFileNumber + 1 

        End If 

           

        '----------------output info----------------------- 

'        If chkFileSave.Value = 1 Then 

'            Print #2, Date$; ",  "; Time$; ",  "; 

'            Print #2, Format(CurMotorPos, "##0.000"); ", "; 

'            For i = 0 To MaxnumFieldColumn - 1 

'                Print #2, Format(plotdata(j * MaxnumFieldColumn + i), "##0.000,  "); 

'            Next i 

'         Print #2, 
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'        End If 

         

        If chkFileSave.Value = 1 Then 

            Open DataFileName For Append Access Write As 2 

                'output calc'd parameters 

            Print #2, 

            Print #2, Format("PeakFR  PeakPos FrontEdge   FrontPos    BackEdge    BackPos") ' 

            For k = 1 To nch 

                    'Print #2, Format(MotorList(k), "##0.000,   "); 'outputs zeros!!! 

                Print #2, Format(PeakMotorFlRate(MotorList(k)), "##0.000,   "); 

                Print #2, Format(PeakMotorPos(MotorList(k)), "##0.000,  "); 

                Print #2, Format(SourceFrontEdge(MotorList(k)), "##0.000,  "); 

                Print #2, Format(FrontEdgePos(MotorList(k)), "##0.000,  "); 

                Print #2, Format(SourceBackEdge(MotorList(k)), "##0.000,  "); 

                Print #2, Format(BackEdgePos(MotorList(k)), "##0.000,  "); 

                Print #2, 

            Next k 

            Close #2 

        End If 

        '--------------------------------------------------------- 

        '--------------------------------------------------------- 

        '--------------------------------------------------------- 

         

         

 

         

        '--------------------------------------------------------- 

        '-------------------move back to 10mm--------------------- 

        '--------------------------------------------------------- 

         

 

        On Error GoTo errorhandler 

 

        qm$ = Chr$(34)  'define " character for use in slave board commands, see var defs 

        saa$ = "SAA=" + qm 'define beginning of slave command: "SAA="xxx"", see var defs 

 

        cmdMoveRel.Enabled = False 

        cmdMinus5.Enabled = False 

        cmdPlus5.Enabled = False 

        cmdPlus10.Enabled = False 

        cmdMinus10.Enabled = False 

        cmdMoveAbs.Enabled = False 

 

        'NOTE: TxtMotor textbox values (positions or destinations) are saved in Pos16Old when 

UpdatePos is called 

        UpdatePos   'read & display current position in TxtMotor; Pos16New=current, 

Pos16Old=destination pos here... 

        cmdUpdatePos.Enabled = False 

        For i = 0 To 15 'assign target positions 

            If ChkMotor(i) = 1 Then 'motor is selected 

                longX = 0 

                If IsNumeric(txtStep.Text) Then 

                    longX = -(txtStep.Text - (txtStep.Text - 5)) * MotorStepsPerMM  'destination 

in counts 

                End If 

                If i < 8 Then   'master board 

                    If i = 5 Then 

                        'skip faulty motor F 

                    Else 

                        AxisNumber = i 

                        g.Command ("~a=" + AxisNumber)  'designate variable axis number (0-7) 

                        g.Command ("PA~a=" + Trim(longX)) 'move to abs position longX (counts) 

                    End If 

                Else            'slave board 

                    AxisNumber = i - 8 

                    g.Command (saa + "~a=" + AxisNumber + qm) 'designate variable axis number (0-

7) 

                    g.Command ("WT5") 

                    g.Command (saa + "PA~a=" + Trim(longX) + qm) 'move to abs position longX 

(counts) 

                End If 
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            End If 

        Next 

        'g.Command ("BG*") 'begin motion 

        g.Command ("BG ABCDEGH") 'begin motion, skip faulty motor F 

        g.Command ("WT5") 

        g.Command (saa + "BG*" + qm) 

        g.Command ("WT100") 'wait 

         

        Do 

            AxisMoving = g.commandValue("MG_SC~a") 'check status of last selected master motor to 

see still moving 

            DoEvents 'allow other events to happen while waiting 

        Loop Until AxisMoving <> 0 

        txtMotorout = "Axis " + AxisNumber + " MoveAbs: SC=" + g.Command("SC~a") + vbCrLf + 

txtMotorout 

 

        'TODO: add checks on motor servo, motion error, stop code 

         

        cmdUpdatePos.Enabled = True 

        cmdMoveRel.Enabled = True 

        cmdMinus5.Enabled = True 

        cmdPlus5.Enabled = True 

        cmdPlus10.Enabled = True 

        cmdMinus10.Enabled = True 

        cmdMoveAbs.Enabled = True 

 

         

         

        '--------------------------------------------------------- 

        '---------------------find home code---------------------- 

        '--------------------------------------------------------- 

         

         

        On Error GoTo errorhandler 

         

            qm$ = Chr$(34)  'define " character for use in slave board commands, see var defs 

            saa$ = "SAA=" + qm 'define beginning of slave command: "SAA="xxx"", see var defs 

         

        cmdMoveHome.Enabled = False 

        CmdSetLimits.Caption = "Skip Limits" 'disable travel limits 

        SetSoftLimits 

         

        Counts = "1000" 'distance from light sensor trigger in counts; optimize later 

        longV = txtVel * MotorStepsPerMM 

         

         

        'Changed to only move selected motors home 6/23/2016 

        '---Each motor finds edge and steps back by <Counts>: master board 

        For i = 0 To 7 

            If ChkDetector(i) = 1 Then 

                If i = 5 Then 

                    'TEMPORARY skip faulty motor F 

                Else 

                    AxisNumber = i 

                    g.Command ("~a=" + AxisNumber)  'designate variable axis number (0-7) 

                    'check light sensor 

                    If g.Command("MG_HM~a") = 1 Then 'if sensor is blocked, don't try searching 

                        MsgBox ("Sensor blocked; move offending axes back") 

                        cmdMoveHome.Enabled = True 

                        Exit Sub 

                    End If 

                    'find edge 

                    g.Command ("FE~a; BG~a; WT5") 'find edge defined by light sensor position 

                    Do 

                        AxisMoving = g.commandValue("MG_SC~a") 'check motion status to see if 

completed 

                        DoEvents 'allow other events to happen while waiting 

                    Loop Until AxisMoving <> 0 

                    txtMotorout = "Axis " + AxisNumber + "; edge search: SC=" + g.Command("SC~a") 

+ vbCrLf + txtMotorout 

                    g.Command ("WT50") 
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                    'step back 

                    g.Command ("PR~a=-" + Counts + ";BG~a; WT5") 'move back by <Counts> 

                    Do 

                        AxisMoving = g.commandValue("MG_SC~a") 'check motion status to see if 

completed 

                        DoEvents 'allow other events to happen while waiting 

                    Loop Until AxisMoving <> 0 

                    txtMotorout = "Axis " + AxisNumber + "; stepping back: SC=" + 

g.Command("SC~a") + vbCrLf + txtMotorout 

                    g.Command ("WT50") 

                    'set zerooptDirFwd_Click 

                    g.Command ("DP~a=0") 'define current position as zero/home 

                    'TODO: define soft limits 

                End If 

            End If 

        Next 

         

        '---Each motor finds edge and steps back by <Counts>: slave board 

        For i = 0 To 15 

            If ChkDetector(i) = 1 And i > 7 Then 

                If i = 13 Then 

                    'TEMPORARY skip faulty motor 14 

                Else 

                    AxisNumber = i - 8 

                    'g.Command ("WT5") 

                    g.Command (saa + "~a=" + AxisNumber + qm) 'designate variable axis number (0-

7) 

                    g.Command ("WT5") 

                             

                    'check! 

                    'g.Command (saa + "MG~a" + qm) 'ask to return ~a value 

                    'temp = g.Command("MG_SAA")  'retrieve ~a value 

                    'MsgBox ("Check: ~a=" + temp) 

                     

                    'check light sensor 

                    g.Command (saa + "MG_HM~a" + qm) 'request home sensor status 

                    If g.Command("MG_SAA") = 1 Then 'if sensor is blocked, don't try searching 

                        MsgBox ("Sensor blocked; move offending axes back") 

                        cmdMoveHome.Enabled = True 

                        Exit Sub 

                    End If 

                    'find edge 

                    g.Command (saa + "FE~a" + qm) 'find edge defined by light sensor position 

                    g.Command ("WT5") 

                    g.Command (saa + "BG~a" + qm) 

                    g.Command ("WT5") 

                    g.Command (saa + "WT5" + qm) 

                    Do 

                        g.Command (saa + "MG_SC~a" + qm) 'stop code 0: motor is running 

                        AxisMoving = g.commandValue("MG_SAA") 'check motion status to see if 

completed 

                        DoEvents 'allow other events to happen while waiting 

                    Loop Until AxisMoving <> 0 

                    g.Command (saa + "MG_SC~a" + qm) 'check stop code 

                    txtMotorout = "Axis " + AxisNumber + "; edge search: SC=" + 

g.Command("MG_SAA") + vbCrLf + txtMotorout 

                    g.Command ("WT50") 

                    'step back 

                    g.Command (saa + "PR~a=-" + Counts + qm) 'move back by <Counts> 

                    g.Command ("WT5") 

                    g.Command (saa + "BG~a" + qm) 

                    g.Command ("WT5") 

                    g.Command (saa + "WT5" + qm) 

                    Do 

                        g.Command (saa + "MG_SC~a" + qm) 'stop code 0: motor is running 

                        AxisMoving = g.commandValue("MG_SAA") 'check motion status to see if 

completed 

                        DoEvents 'allow other events to happen while waiting 

                    Loop Until AxisMoving <> 0 

                    g.Command (saa + "MG_SC~a" + qm) 'check stop code 
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                    txtMotorout = "Axis " + AxisNumber + "; edge search: SC=" + 

g.Command("MG_SAA") + vbCrLf + txtMotorout 

                    g.Command ("WT50") 

                    'set zerooptDirFwd_Click 

                    g.Command (saa + "DP~a=0" + qm) 'define current position as zero/home 

                    'TODO: define soft limits 

                End If 

            End If 

        Next 

        cmdMoveHome.Enabled = True 

         

         

            optDirFwd_Click 

            optDirFwd.Value = True 

         

        WriteComment "Motors sent home", Time, tablevel 

        UpdatePos 

        txtStep_Change 

        SetSoftLimits 

         

errorhandler: 

                txtMotorout = "MoveHome, Axis " + AxisNumber + ": " + Error + vbCrLf + 

txtMotorout 

                cmdMoveHome.Enabled = True 

        'Resume Next 

        '--------------------------------------------------------- 

        '--------------------------------------------------------- 

        '--------------------------------------------------------- 

         

         

        '--------------------------------------------------------- 

        '---------------------find the edge----------------------- 

        '--------------------------------------------------------- 

         

        'code I started with before 

        If Nmot = nch Then 'number of selected motors and dosimetry channels agree 

            For i = 0 To Nmot - 1  'active dosimetry channels 

                'assign each CHECKED motor to active dosim ch, in sequence 

                TxtMotor(MotorList(i)) = FrontEdgePos(MotorList(i + 1)) 'assign dosimetry 

channels  sequentially to motor ## 

                catchedge(i) = FrontEdgePos(MotorList(i + 1)) 

            Next 

        End If 

 

 

        'puts edge values into offset array 

'        For i = 0 To 15 

'            OffsetMtx(MotorList(i), CDFList(j)) = catchedge(i) 

'        Next 

 

        'puts edge values into offset array 

         

        k = CDFList(j) 

        For i = 0 To 15 

            If ChkDetector(i) = 1 Then 

                increment = increment + 1 

                OffsetMtx(i, k) = catchedge(increment) 

            End If 

        Next 

        increment = -1 

         

        '--------------------------------------------------------- 

        '--------------------------------------------------------- 

        '--------------------------------------------------------- 

         

    End If 

Next j 

 

'edgevalue(i) can now be put into OffsetMtx(i, k) 

tagAlignment = 0 'scans are complete, alignment done 
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End Sub 

 

 


